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Installing the Conductor
in your Home

Getting Started

Thanks for giving your Conductor a good home.  
You’re probably anxious to get started. 

Here’s a simple step-by-step guide that will have  
you listening to your SIRIUS Satellite Radio in your  
home in no time. For more detailed info, check out  
your User Guide or visit sirius.com and click the 
“INSTALL + ACTIVATE“ link on our homepage. 

Sit. Stay. Have fun.

Getting Started Conductor (SCH1WGSG111507a)
00.ABCD1.001

a. tuner

b. wireless controller

c. power adaptor

d. indoor / outdoor antenna

e. IR blaster cable

f. RCA audio cable
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sirius.com

SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
888.539.SIRIUS(7474)

© 2007 SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc. “SIRIUS” and the SIRIUS dog logo, channel names  
and logos and related marks are trademarks of SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc. Radio and  
subscription required and sold separately. All rights reserved.

SAFEty PRECAUtIONS

Be sure to observe the following warnings. Failure to follow these safety instructions 
and warnings may result in a serious accident and/or personal injury.

Installation must be performed according to this installation guide. SIRIUS® is not responsible  
for issues arising from installations not performed according to the procedures in this guide.

Take your radio out of the box.
You should have these.
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The big decision.
Pick a spot for your Tuner and properly aim your antenna.1 5 How’s your signal?

Test your antenna and route your wires.
Hook it up.
Connect your Tuner to your audio system.2

BE SMART: 
If your location 
is in a major 
metropolitan 
area, the antenna 
may be located 
anywhere inside 
the home because 
SIRIUS also uses 
terrestrial repeaters 
to boost the signal.

BE SMART: 
Install your 
Tuner away from 
moisture and 
extreme heat.

BE SMART: 
When aiming, 
point the SIRIUS 
logo on the 
antenna in the 
direction of 
the satellites.

Test and optimize your 
signal strength. 
Locate the Signal Indicator Display 
by going to MENU > SIGNAL 
INDICATOR. the S portion of the 
display screen shows the strength 
of the signal being received from 
the satellite, while the T portion 
the signal being received from 
terrestrial repeaters (if available). 
Rotate the antenna body left or 
right and adjust the tilt angle of 
the antenna until you achieve the 
strongest possible signal. 

If you are having trouble positioning 
your antenna in a place for optimal 
signal reception, please visit your 
retailer or our website at sirius.com 
for information on signal distribution 
accessories. these accessories let 
you use wireless technology, or 
existing in-home wiring or RG-6 coax 
cable to connect your tuner to the 
antenna and place it with the best 
view of the sky regardless of the 
location of your tuner.  

Once you have found a suitable 
location for the antenna, route 
the antenna cable to the tuner. 
Consider purchasing protective 
grommets for rough openings that 
may damage the cable housing. 
If the antenna is installed outdoors, 
route the cable from the antenna 
location to the interior of the home, 
working the cable through the 
basement, under a window sill, etc. 
and make adjustments to take up 
cable slack as necessary.

BE SMART:
To test your signal, 
only a satellite signal 
or terrestrial signal is 
necessary, not both. 

BE SMART:
Be sure you avoid 
any obstructions that 
could crimp, kink, or 
twist the cable.

BE SMART:
You may use the 
provided audio 
cable with RCA-
type connectors, 
or purchase an 
optical cable 
if an optical 
connection is 
desired.

BE SMART:
If you can’t fi nd 
your receiver’s 
infrared window, 
try shining a 
fl ashlight at 
your receiver 
to locate the 
infrared ‘eye.’

Test your radio and get its ID.
Make sure your tuner is on and is receiving a satellite signal. Once 
the tuner is done updating the channel lineup, turn to channel #184 
to make  sure your radio is getting signal and sound. Now fi nd the 
12 digit SIRIUS ID number on  the bottom of the box or by selecting:  
Power > Menu > SIRIUS ID (or) tune to channel #000.

Activate your radio.
Subscribe online: home.sirius.com/webCUWI (or) subscribe by 
phone: 1.888.539.7474. Once your subscription information is 
received, the display changes to SUBSCRIPTION UPDATED.

Connect the antenna to 
your Tuner.
the indoor / outdoor antenna 
should be connected to the 
ANt connector. 

Connect your audio system.
Consult your audio equipment 
manuals for the audio 
connections needed for the 
tuner to operate with your 
particular equipment. 

Connect the provided 
IR blaster cable.
Connect the provided IR 
blaster cable to the IR 
CONNECt output. the 
other end of the IR blaster 
cable should be adhered to 
your AV receiver’s infrared 
remote control window. 

Connect the power adaptor.
Plug the AC adaptor to the 
5V DC connector and the other 
end into a working AC outlet. 
the red light on the tuner 
should be lit indicating that 
the tuner is on.

Nice Job.
Now just get your ID and subscribe!4

A. Mount the Conductor Tuner. 
Install the SIRIUS Conductor tuner 
in a location without obstructions 
for clear wireless communication. 
you may place the tuner on any 
fl at surface.

B. Install the indoor / 
outdoor antenna. 
to ensure consistent reception of the 
SIRIUS signal in your home, consider 
the following antenna placements:

All placements MUST have an 
unobstructed view of the sky in 
the direction of SIRIUS satellites. 

•  BEST reception can be achieved by 
placing the antenna outside on the 
roof, with a clear 360 degree view of 
the sky. When placed in this location, 
an antenna extension cable may be 
required and is available at your local 
retailer or at sirius.com.

•  BETTER reception can be achieved 
by placing the antenna outdoors, 
either on a fl at surface or by 
mounting it to the side of the house. 

•  GOOD reception can be achieved 
by placing your antenna indoors on 
a window sill.  

 
C. Aim your antenna. 
you can assume the SIRIUS satellites 
to be straight in the sky directly above 
Minnesota. Use the map as a guide. For 
example, if you live in Florida, you will 
need to aim the antenna northwest 
toward Minnesota. 

BEST

BETTER

Signal Indicator

S -            +

T -            +

Almost there.
Program your wireless controller.3

The fi rst time you power up your wireless 
controller, you need to pair it with the Tuner. 
turn on your tuner and follow the LCD prompts. 
When the LCD displays PUSH BUTTON ON SIRIUS 
RADIO TO BEGIN SETUP, use a pen (or other 
pointed object) to press the RESET button on the 
tuner. the LCD displays PUSH BUTTON AGAIN 
ON SIRIUS RADIO TO FINISH. Press the RESET 
button again on the tuner and the LCD displays 
SUCCESS! REMOTE AND RADIO ARE NOW 
PAIRED. Now you can add devices.

Add a device to the wireless controller by 
manually entering its manufacturer’s code. Codes 
can be found on page 53 of your User Guide.

Choose the device.
Press OK to exit SIRIUS mode. turn on the device 
(receiver, tV, etc.) that you want to add. If you have 
not yet setup any devices, press OK to SETUP 
OTHER DEVICES. If devices have already been 
set up and you’re adding an additional device, 
press and hold SET until the LCD displays INITIAL 
SETUP. Press OK, then scroll through the list of 
devices on the bottom of the LCD to fi nd the device 
you want to add and press OK.

Enter the four-digit code for your device. 
the SIRIUS button blinks once for each digit entry 
and twice after the you have entered the fi nal digit. 
your device will turn off if the correct code was 
successfully entered. Press OK to save the code. 
Repeat the steps above for each device you want to 
add, or press and hold SET to exit the menu.
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Sirius ID

The Sirius ID menu option displays the SIRIUS ID number (SID) of your SIRIUS Conductor 
Tuner. This 12-digit number is unique to your tuner and is needed when activating the tuner to 
receive the Sirius Satellite Radio service.

To display the Sirius ID:

Press CH + , CH –, CURSOR UP ( ), or CURSOR DOWN ( ) to highlight SIRIUS ID and 
press SELECT.
The LCD displays the tuner’s SIRIUS ID. (Figure 9)

To exit press SELECT or MENU.

Sirius ID

ESN

123456789012
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2.
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